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DISCLAIMER # 1

Disclaimer Statement for Angel Wing’s Online Personal Transformation Program

• Please carefully read and understand this disclaimer statement before participating in our online program for self-development and 
personal transformation.

• The content and materials provided in this online group coaching program are for informational and educational purposes only. The 
program is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical, psychiatric, or psychological advice, diagnosis, or treatment. The 
program does not provide medical, psychiatric, or psychological diagnosis or treatment services. Always seek the advice of your physician, 
psychiatrist, psychologist, or other qualified health provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical, mental, or emotional 
condition.

• The creators, facilitators, and participants of this online group program are not licensed medical professionals, psychiatrists, or 
psychologists, and they do not claim to provide any form of medical, psychiatric, or psychological advice or treatment. By participating in 
this program, you acknowledge and agree that you are solely responsible for your own health and well-being and that you will consult with 
your healthcare provider(s) as necessary.

• While we strive to provide accurate and helpful information, we make no guarantees, warranties, or representations as to the accuracy, 
reliability, completeness, or timeliness of any information presented in the program. Any reliance on such information is strictly at your 
own risk.

• By participating in this online group program, you acknowledge and agree that the creators, facilitators, and participants of the program 
shall not be held responsible or liable for any claims, damages, or losses resulting from your participation in or reliance on the program's 
content or materials, including but not limited to any direct, indirect, incidental, special, or consequential damages.

• If you have any concerns or questions about your health or well-being, please consult with your healthcare professional(s) before 
participating in this online group program. By participating in the program, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, and agree to 
be bound by the terms of this disclaimer statement.



DISCLAIMER # 2
DISCLAIMER STATEMENT FOR ANGEL WING, 

LLC'S QUANTUM TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM

Angel Wing, LLC proudly offers the Quantum Transformation Program as part of our commitment to fostering growth, rehabilitation, and positive 
transformation. As you engage with our program and its participants, please consider the following:

• Program Intent: The Quantum Transformation Program, operating under Angel Wing, LLC, is designed to provide opportunities for individuals who have faced past challenges, both personal and 
professional. We aim to help these individuals reintegrate into professional and community settings, leveraging their skills and experiences for positive impact.

• Varied Backgrounds: Participants in the Quantum Transformation Program come from diverse backgrounds, some with previous professional issues, including license revocations, or legal challenges 
such as felony convictions. Angel Wing, LLC believes in the potential for growth and transformation and supports participants in their journey towards a brighter future.

• Limitation of Liability: Angel Wing, LLC, its affiliates, staff, and partners shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, special, exemplary, or other damages arising from the actions, 
behaviors, or representations of Quantum Transformation Program participants.

• No Implied Endorsement: Participation in the Quantum Transformation Program does not imply endorsement of a participant's previous actions or behaviors. Rather, it signifies Angel Wing, LLC's 
belief in second chances and the capacity for positive change.

• Educational and Supportive Nature: The Quantum Transformation Program is primarily educational and supportive. It is not intended to replace formal licensure, professional counseling, or 
therapeutic interventions.

• Participant Responsibility: While Angel Wing, LLC provides support and guidance, the ultimate responsibility for personal and professional conduct rests with each program participant.

• Continuous Monitoring: Angel Wing, LLC maintains a rigorous monitoring and feedback system for the Quantum Transformation Program. Feedback from stakeholders is essential for continuous 
program improvement.

• Transparency and Communication: We encourage open communication. Should you have questions or concerns about the program or its participants, please contact our program coordinators.

• By engaging with Angel Wing, LLC's Quantum Transformation Program and its participants, you acknowledge that you have read and understand this disclaimer and agree to its terms.

• For detailed information about Sachin Karnik and his background, Angel Wing participants are encouraged to contact him directly at sachinkarnik@yahoo.com. Additionally, please be informed 
that Sachin Karnik was admitted to the Angel Wing QTP (Quantum Transformation Program, our Second Chance initiative) after thoroughly examining all pertinent documents and a comprehensive 
interview process.

-- The Angel Wing, LLC

mailto:sachinkarnik@yahoo.com


MATERIALS YOU NEED TO HAVE 

WITH YOU EACH WEEK 

ONE BLANK 

CARD PER 

WEEK



GROUNDING MEDITATION EXERCISE



WEEK # 16
ONLINE WORKSOP BEGINS 

NOW…



QUICK REVIEW OF CENTRAL 
CONCEPT (7 POINTS)



LET'S 
BREAK IT 

DOWN 
(Verbal Exercise)

(Workbook # 1: 
Written Exercise)

* I AGREE
* I DISAGREE

* I PARTIALLY AGREE
* I AM NOT SURE

* I DON’T UNDERSTAND

1) Human mind is characterized by intricate workings         
and endless complexities (____)

2) Mind requires substantial energy to function (___)

3) Energy can be drained by personal conflicts, both 
internal and external (____)

4) Steps can be taken to reduce and eliminate 
unnecessary energy dissipation (___)

5) Revitalized energy permeates every aspect of life, 
including the 12 dimensions (___)

6) Unobstructed and undisturbed energy flow creates a 
powerful foundation for limitless possibilities (___)

7) Energy Flow: Allows for the realization of potential 
in various aspects of life (___)



THE FLOW OF TIME



PSYCHOLOGICAL TIME

The PRESENT 

MomentBIRTH

DEATH OF 

PHYSICAL 

BODY

The unchangeable past The time remaining…..

• The past cannot be changed.

• The amount of time remaining between the present moment and the death of the physical body is 
unknown and shrinking.

• The present is the only reality.

• Remembering the past occurs in the present.

• Planning for the future also occurs in the present.



PERCEPTION OF TIME

• Psychological time refers to how we perceive time 
passing, which can differ significantly from actual 
clock time. This perception is influenced by a 
variety of psychological factors.



SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE

How fast or slow time feels can change 
based on emotional states, engagement, 

and activity levels.



EXPLANATION OF 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TIME AS 

THE INDIVIDUAL'S 
INTERNAL AND SUBJECTIVE 

PERCEPTION OF TIME 
DURATION.

• • 



Here are three examples that illustrate psychological time as 

the individual's internal and subjective perception of  time 

duration:

• The "Time Dilation" Experience During Emergencies: People often 
report experiencing time slowing down during high-stress situations, 
such as car accidents or other emergencies. This phenomenon is a 
classic example of  psychological time where the brain, due to 
heightened senses and increased adrenaline, processes information 
more rapidly, making the individual perceive that time is passing more 
slowly than usual. This altered perception allows for rapid reaction and 
decision-making in critical moments.



THE PERCEPTION OF TIME IN 
MEDITATION

• During deep meditation, individuals may lose awareness of  

chronological time. Meditators often report feeling like only a few 

minutes have passed when, in fact, a much longer period has elapsed. 

This experience highlights how psychological time can expand or 

contract independently of  actual time, influenced by the individual's 

state of  consciousness and focus.



AGING AND TIME PERCEPTION

• Many older adults report that time seems to pass more quickly as they 

age. This subjective acceleration of  psychological time could be linked 

to the routine nature of  daily activities or the decreased introduction 

of  novel events compared to when they were younger. As people age, 

the years can start to blend together, creating a sensation that time is 

speeding up, demonstrating how psychological time can vary not just 

from situation to situation, but over the course of  a lifetime as well.



PSYCHOLOGICAL TIME INFLUENCES 
AND IS INFLUENCED BY COGNITIVE 

PROCESSES, EMOTIONS, AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS.



HERE ARE THREE EXAMPLES THAT DEMONSTRATE HOW 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TIME IS BOTH INFLUENCED BY AND 
INFLUENCES COGNITIVE PROCESSES, EMOTIONS, AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS



INFLUENCE OF EMOTIONS ON 
TIME PERCEPTION

• Research has shown that emotional states significantly affect how we 

perceive time. For instance, when people experience fear, such as 

watching a scary movie, time seems to stretch, making a brief  

moment feel much longer. Conversely, joyful and engaging activities 

often make time seem to pass more quickly. This relationship between 

emotions and time perception is a fundamental aspect of  

psychological time, illustrating how our internal emotional state can 

warp our sense of  duration.



ATTENTION AND TIME 
PERCEPTION

• Cognitive processes, especially attention, play a crucial role in the 

perception of  time. When individuals are highly focused on a task that 

is absorbing, they are less aware of  the passage of  time — a 

phenomenon often referred to as being "in the flow." This altered 

perception occurs because cognitive resources are concentrated on the 

task at hand rather than on the tracking of  time. Conversely, when a 

task is unengaging or when individuals are waiting and focusing on 

time itself, time can seem to crawl.



ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES 
ON TIME PERCEPTION

• The environment can significantly affect how we perceive time. 

For example, in environments with high levels of  sensory 

stimulation (such as a loud, crowded festival), time may seem to 

pass quickly. On the other hand, in stark, unstimulating 

environments (like waiting alone in a quiet, empty room), time 

may appear to drag. Additionally, environmental factors like 

daylight can influence our biological clocks, affecting our 

general perception of  the passage of  time throughout the day.



QUICK MOVEMENT BREAK - STANDING 
STRETCHES & MOVEMENTS



OPEN WORKBOOK # 2

(12 DIMENSION SELF-ASSESSMENT)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://twowritingteachers.org/category/writers-notebook/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


12 DIMENSIONS
DIMENSION # 1 - Career: This area relates to your professional life, including your job, career aspirations, and work-related goals.

DIMENSION # 2 – Finances: This area relates to your financial situation, including your income, expenses, savings, and investments.

DIMENSION # 3 -Physical health: This area relates to your physical wellbeing, including your fitness level, nutrition, and overall health

DIMENSION # 4 - Mental health: This area relates to your psychological wellbeing, including your emotional and mental health, stress 

               levels, and resilience.

DIMENSION # 5 - Family and relationships: This area relates to your relationships with family members, friends, and significant others.

DIMENSION # 6 - Social life: This area relates to your social interactions and connections, including your participation in social activities 

                  and events.

DIMENSION # 7 Personal development: This area relates to your personal growth and self-improvement, including your learning, skills 

                 development, and personal goals.

DIMENSION # 8 - Spiritual life: This area relates to your spiritual beliefs, practices, and values, and your sense of purpose and meaning   

            in life.

DIMENSION # 9 Recreation and leisure: This area relates to your hobbies, interests, and recreational activities.

DIMENSION # 10 - Environment: This area relates to your physical surroundings and living conditions, including your home,   

                                  neighborhood, and community.

DIMENSION # 11 Contribution to society: This area relates to your contribution to society, including volunteer work, charitable activities,   

                                                          and community involvement.

DIMENSION # 12 - Life vision: This area relates to your overarching life goals and aspirations, including your vision for your future and 

            the legacy you want to leave behind.



GOAL: STATE OF COMPLETE BALANCE IN 12 DIMENSIONS OF LIFE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CORE 
ENERGY



12 DIMENSIONS
SELF-RATING BETWEEN 0 – 10

1 - MY CAREER (X)

• Focuses on professional life and work-related goals

• Involves job satisfaction and career growth

2 - MY FINANCES (X)

• Focuses on monetary aspects of life

• Involves income, expenses, savings, and investments

3 – MY PHYSICAL HEALTH (X)

• Focuses on the body's health and wellness

• Involves fitness, nutrition, and overall wellbeing

4 – MY MENTAL HEALTH (X)

• Focuses on psychological wellbeing

• Involves emotional and mental health, stress levels, and 
resilience

5 – MY FAMILY AND RELATIONSHIPS (X)

• Focuses on interpersonal connections

• Involves family, friends, and significant others

6 – MY SOCIAL LIFE (X)

• Focuses on social interactions and activities

• Involves participation in social events and networking

7 – MY PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT (X)

• Focuses on self-improvement and growth

• Involves learning, skill development, and personal goals

8 – MY RELIGIOUS/SPIRITUAL LIFE (X)

• Focuses on religious/spiritual beliefs and practices

• Involves purpose, meaning, and values in life

9 – MY RECREATION AND LEISURE (X)

• Focuses on hobbies and interests

• Involves activities that bring enjoyment and relaxation

10 – MY ENVIRONMENT (X)

 *         Focuses on physical surroundings and living conditions

 *         Involves home, neighborhood, and community

11 – MY CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETY (X)

* Focuses on giving back to the community

* Involves volunteer work, charitable activities, and community 

involvement

12 – MY LIFE VISION (X)

* Focuses on long-term goals and aspirations

 * Involves envisioning the future and the legacy one wants to leave 

behind



SELF-ASSESSMENT

 Kindly assess your current state on a scale from 0 to 10, where 

10 signifies the highest and most optimal condition. Keep in 

mind that this rating should be based on your own

perspective, and it's essential to be sincere, candid, and 

truthful with yourself.



ON PAGE ONE OF WORKBOOK # 2, WRITE: 

12 DIMENSIONS
(WRITE TODAY’S DATE)

SELECT A SELF-ASSESSMENT NUMBER 

• 0 = Worst possible current situation with regards to career

• 10 = Highest levels of  career development and satisfaction.  There is 

nothing further to accomplish…

• Please select a number that is the most accurate self-assessment as of  

right now.  You can give 5, 5.5, 5.25 etc.  

• This is YOUR OWN assessment



WRITE SPECIFIC STEPS TO BE TAKEN… 
(REVIEW OF HOMEWORK – WEEK # 10)

• FROM WEEK 3: In Workbook #2, write 1 to 12. (Put today’s date). Write one simple sentence, 
from your own perspective, a sentence about how to increase each self-assessment number 
and to prevent the decrease of each number.  (Let's do this one at a time.)

1 - 

2 - 

3 - 

4 - 

5 - 

6 - 

7 - 

8 - 

9 - 

10 - 

11 - 

12 -



ADD ALL THE NUMBERS TOGETHER1 – (5)

2 – (4)

3 – (7)

4 – (6)

5 – (8)

6 – (3)

7 – (4)

8 – (7)

9 – (9)

10 – (2)

11 – (4)

12 – (5)

Total: 64

MAXIMUM

TOTAL = 120

(GOAL: 84 OR 

MORE, WEEK TO 

WEEK = 70% 

LEVEL OF 

BALANCE)

DOWNWARD STEPS ORIGINAL VALUE 10% REDUCTION NEW VALUE

0 120 12 108

1 108 11 97

2 97 10 87

3 87 9 77

4 79 8 71

5 71 7 64

6 64 6 57

7 57 5.7 52

8 52 5.1 46

9 46 4.6 42

10 42 4.1 38

11 38 3.7 34

12 34 3.4 31

13 31 3.1 27

14 27 2.7 25

15 25 2.5 22

16 22 2.2 20

17 20 2.0 18

18 18 1.8 16

19 16 1.6 14

20 15 1.5 13



WRITE SPECIFIC STEPS TO BE TAKEN… 
(WEEK # 12: HOMEWORK)

• In Workbook #2, write 1 to 12. (Put today’s date). Write one simple sentence, from your own 
perspective, a sentence about how to increase each self-assessment number and to prevent the 
decrease of each number.  (By the end of tomorrow, write these sentences and apply in the week.)

1 - 

2 - 

3 - 

4 - 

5 - 

6 - 

7 - 

8 - 

9 - 

10 - 

11 - 

12 -



WEEKLY TRACKING WORKSHEET
Date of  Completion: ________________

Instructions: For each dimension, rate your self-assessment on a scale of  0 to 10 
(0 being a completely low level and 10 being the highest possible level).

Dimensions: Rating (0-10)

1. Career

2. Finances

3. Physical Health

4. Mental Health

5. Family and Relationships

6. Social Life

7. Personal Development

8. Spiritual Life

9. Recreation and Leisure

10. Environment

11. Contribution to Society

12. Life Vision



WEEK # 1 WEEK # 2 WEEK # 3 WEEK # 4 WEEK # 5

Dimensions Rating (0-10) Rating (0-10) Rating (0-10) Rating (0-10) Rating (0-10)

1. Career

2. Finances

3. Physical Health

4. Mental Health

5. Family and Relationships

6. Social Life

7. Personal Development

8. Spiritual Life

9. Recreation and Leisure

10. Environment

11. Contribution to  Society

12. Life Vision

WEEKLY TOTAL: 0 0 0 0 0

12 DIMENSIONS - TRACKING SHEET



PERCEPTION OF TIME AND ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT

• Effective utilization of personal energy hinges on 

one's perception of time; when individuals feel 

time-rich, they are more likely to engage in 

activities that rejuvenate their energy and 

contribute positively to their well-being.



IMPACT OF ENERGY LEVELS ON 
TIME PERCEPTION

• High personal energy levels can make 

individuals feel as though time passes more 

quickly during engaging activities, 

enhancing their productivity and creativity, 

while low energy often makes time seem to 

drag, increasing feelings of drudgery and 

inefficiency.



PSYCHOLOGICAL TIME 
AND ENERGY 
ALLOCATION

• Mindful management of psychological time 

allows for a balanced approach to energy 

expenditure, preventing burnout by 

allocating time for both productive tasks 

and restorative breaks, thereby maintaining 

long-term personal and professional health.



PRINCIPLE # 16 – UTILIZING 

ENERGY FOR BENEFIT VS. HARM 

(FLOW OF ENERGY RECOGNIZED)

• The concept of utilizing personal energy involves 

recognizing and directing one's mental, emotional, and 

physical resources towards constructive or destructive 

outcomes. When individuals harness their personal 

energy effectively, it can lead to enhanced productivity, 

creativity, and overall well-being, contributing 

positively to their lives and those around them. 

However, if mismanaged or directed towards negative 

pursuits, personal energy can result in burnout, stress, 

and a detrimental impact on both personal and social 

spheres, emphasizing the importance of mindful 

energy utilization.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:rose_amber_flush_20070601.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


CENTRAL CONCEPT OF 

PERSONAL TRANSFORMATION
WEEK 11 HOMEWORK: 3x5 card – read ONCE daily

The human mind, with its intricate workings and endless 
complexities, is a fascinating phenomenon that requires a 
substantial amount of energy to function. However, this energy can 
be drained by personal conflicts that arise both within and outside 
of ourselves. When we take steps to reduce and eventually 
eliminate the unnecessary dissipation of our inner energy, we can 
experience an extraordinary revitalization and conservation of our 
life force. This revitalized energy can then permeate every aspect 
(12 dimensions) of our lives, unobstructed and without disturbance, 
leading to a powerful foundation upon which limitless possibilities 
become available and realizable. – The Angel Wing, LLC



PUT MONEY IN THE ENVELOP

(VITAMIN M)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://www.freepngimg.com/png/50714-envelope-picture-png-file-hd
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


USE 10% OF YOUR SAVED MONEY 

• Allocate 10% of  your savings this week to a 

meaningful cause or investment, ensuring that 

every cent is utilized judiciously and responsibly, 

without any misuse or abuse.



HOMEWORK 
EXERCISE 

Please write 3 paragraphs on:

What is the BEST use of my 
time, this week?



NEVER GIVE UP
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